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Paul Laffoley, Temporality: The Great Within of the Universe, 1974. Oil, acrylic, ink, lettering on canvas ; 73 ½ x 73 ½ in.
Courtesy of the artist and Kent Gallery, New York (NY). Private collection, Connecticut.
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CHASING NAPOLEON /

1977. Theodore Kaczynski – who doesn’t yet answer 
to the name Unabomber – lives alone in a small 
cabin in Montana in anticipation of the “collapse  
of the technological system.” Paul Laffoley finishes  
The Renovatio Mundi in the confines of a fifteen 
square meter atelier, and Dieter Roth works on a 
long-term project: a photographic inventory of all  
the streets and houses in Reykjavik (33,000 slides).  
That same year, the Community Reinvestment Act
is passed, an attempt to regulate subprime lending.

BADLANDS 
An office is frozen in an arctic winter (Micol Assaël), 
plants propagate behind walls (Ryan Gander), the 
same person is repeatedly struck by lightning (David 
Fincher), money goes up in smoke (Tony Matelli), and 
a high frequency soundtrack plays only for the dogs 
(Dave Allen)… CHASING NAPOLEON recognizes how 
a rise and fall can spread to reality itself. A wavering 
of interpretations, an inversion of values, and a 
paradox of situations… Here everything happens as 
if the world has slipped into a parallel universe.

LIGNES DE FUITE 
CHASING NAPOLEON draws attention to different 
escape strategies: the Unabomber’s cabin, inspired 
by Henry David Thoreau’s shelter, is built to scale 
by the artist Robert Kusmirowski. A drain (Robert 
Gober) and an air vent (Charlotte Posenenske) urge 
alternative ways out into the wild. In counterpoint, 
Christoph Büchel reconstitutes a full-scale spider 
hole where Saddam Hussein hid in vain after his fall 
from power.

RENOVATIO MUNDI 
CHASING NAPOLEON offers the first opportunity to 
discover the work of Paul Laffoley. Convinced of his 
departure from the physical world and his passage 
through the “fifth dimension,” all in the timeframe of 
a 1961 electroshock seance, the American artist has 
generated visionary systems that go way beyond our 
human limitations. In the midst of despair, Laffoley’s 
large canvases, encoded with a mixture of ufology 
and mandalas, speak to us like divinatory messages.

CHRONIQUE D’UNE DISPARITION 
Having investigated the dissolution of the 
appearances and the infra-thin layers of the 
electromagnetic spectrum in GAKONA and SPY 
NUMBERS, Marc-Olivier Wahler concludes this 
2009 cycle with CHASING NAPOLEON; equal parts 
art exhibition and instruction manual of how to 
withdraw into seclusion and take refuge in the limits 
of the visible.
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Gardar Eide Einarsson, Sans titre (portrait), 2005. Pencil on paper; 28 x 34 cm. Collection PPP/HL. Courtesy of the artist and Loevenbruck 
gallery, Paris. Copyright : Gardar Eide Einarsson. Photo : Fabrice Gousset.
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DAVE ALLEN 

For The Dogs. Satie‘s "Véritables préludes flasques 
(pour un chien)" 1912, rendered at tone frequencies 
above 18 kHz.

In 1912, the pianist Erik Satie composes Véritables 
préludes flasques (pour un chien), Truly Flabby 
Preludes (for a dog), which consists of three short 
pieces for piano. In 2002, the artist Dave Allen 
creates For The Dogs. Satie‘s "Véritables préludes 
flasques (pour un chien)" 1912, rendered at tone 
frequencies above 18 kHz. This installation plays 
Erik Satie’s compositions, seemingly, without any 
noise. 

Dave Allen’s special interpretation for dogs suggests 
a literal translation of Satie’s title from his celebrated 
musical creation. The notes have been transposed 
into frequencies outside our normal hearing range, 
but nevertheless, they remain audible to dogs, at 
approximately 18 kHz. Only the visible cues on the 
screen convey the presence of sounds that elude our 
perception. 

Dave Allen works with music, its history, its inner-
workings, and its iconography and he is famous 
for his films, his installations and his drawings.  His 
reflections investigate the universe of rock music 
and its relationship with visual art, by approaching 
both the mysterious nature of sound and, also, of 
silence. 

[1963] Lives and works in Stockholm;
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Dave Allen, For the Dogs. Satie‘s "Véritables Préludes Flasques (pour un chien)" 1912, rendered at tone frequencies above 18KHz, 2002. 
DAT player, amplifier, modified speakers, recording. Courtesy of ELASTIC, Malmö. Exhibition view Hysteria Siberiana, Cristina Guerra 
Contemporary Art, Lisbon, 2006. Photo : DMF.
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MICOL ASSAËL

Vorkuta (2001)

All semblance of life have vanished from Vorkuta. 
This old Siberian mining town started around 
one of the roughest Gulag in Russia. This place 
is dominated by its hostile environment; the 
temperature can drop to -60°C. Nowdays, lots of 
mines are closed and the village is virtually a ghost 
town. Despite all this, Vorkuta lives on through Micol 
Assaël’s work. 

Vorkuta (2001) immerses the visitor in the cold 
despair and isolation of a walk-in refrigerator. 
Elements, such as an abandoned office and blinking 
electrical circuits, suggest obsolete technologies. 
Here, nature reconquers man and governs every 
aspect of society, laws, morals, and even methods 
of production. By creating a striking tension in 
the exhibition space, Micol Assaël threatens the 
spectator with a danger that is both real and make-
believe. With its simple and elegant forms, the 
artwork bends the rules to better exceed them. 

[1979] Lives and works in Rome.
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Micol Assaël, Vorkuta, 2001. Refrigerant cell (-31°F), switchboard, sparks, chair equipped with electrical resistance (96,8°F), thermostat 220 
x 390 x 300 cm. Courtesy Micol Assaël and ZERO…, Milan.  
Exhibition view Sub Real-Reality Survival Strategies, curated by Bartolomeo Pietromarchi, Smart Project Space, Amsterdam, 2003.
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CHRISTOPH BÜCHEL

CNN Breaking News. Saddam Captured. Aired 
December 14, 2003 - 08:00 ET. This is a rush 
transcript. This copy may not be in its final form and 
may be updated. Heidi Collins, CNN anchor: “Want 
to take a moment to recap all the information that 
we have been bringing to you this morning. A quote 
directly from L. Paul Bremer. ‘Ladies and Gentlemen, 
we got him.’ Saddam Hussein has been captured 
approximately 8:30 p.m. last night local time in an 
area known as Adwar. This is south of Tikrit, the 
home of Saddam Hussein. Many people say not too 
much of a surprise to find him there because of how 
well he could blend in, in that area. And talk about 
blending in. They found him in a rural farmhouse. 
There were two likely locations that this group of 
600 soldiers, sort of a mass effort between Cavalry 
Special Ops, aviation, went into this area to find him 
‘in the cover of darkness and with lightning speed.’ 
What they found was a mud hut, a spider hole that 
was camouflaged with mud and dirt. And inside with 
a built-in air vent and a fan, six to eight feet deep, 
was this man, Saddam Hussein. (...)”

Source: www.cnn.com.  
Copyright 2009. Cable News Network. All rights 
reserved.
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Christoph Büchel, Spider hole, 2006. Installation 300 x 265 x 190 cm. 
Courtesy of the artist and Hauser & Wirth.

Christoph Büchel, Spider hole, 2006. Installation 300 x 265 x 190 cm. 
Courtesy of the artist and Hauser & Wirth. Photo: A. Burger
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DORA WINTER

The Unabomber’s Book Collection (2008)

18 years on the run, 16 bombs, 3 dead, and 23 
injured: the Unabomber’s history can be told in 
numbers as well as in words. A mathematician, 
Theodore Kaczynski recorded his terrorist activities 
in his diary. Transcribed in code, the investigators 
could only decipher it in 2006, after they discovered 
the cryptographic manual. The Unabomber was the 
FBI’s most expensive manhunt in history. 

Almost entirely reconstituted here, this collection 
consists of 250 volumes in different languages and 
from various historical periods. The spectator is 
invited to evaluate his dangerousness and to pry 
into the mindset of Theodore Kaczynski. Works 
on Napoleon, botanical handbooks, and a book by 
Jacques Ellul… 

Dora Winter is a collective, founded in 2005.
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Dora Winter, The Unabomber’s Book Collection 2008-2009 (replica). Courtesy of the artists.
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GARDAR EIDE EINARSSON

Untitled (Portrait), 2005 ; Untitled (Unabomber 
Notes), 2009; Ship of Fools (2006) 

Having grown up in Norway, Gardar Eide Einarsson 
is influenced by Scandinavian visions of utopian 
communities.  The figure of a man on the run is, for 
him, a contradiction in terms. The artist sees a tragic 
individualism in the legendary American assassins.

In redrawing the facial composite of Theodore 
Kaczynski, identified in 1996 as the Unabomber 
terrorist, Gardar Eide Einarsson seizes on an identity 
crises: paradoxically, due to their concern about 
belonging to a community, American anarchists 
always withdraw from society. The Unabomber’s 
notes, veritable rules of survival, evince his 
undeniable desire to escape and to be totally 
autonomous. The staging of a theatre play, written 
by Theodore Kaczynski while in detention, allows 
Einarsson to underline the final paradox of this 
scholarly terrorist. Ship of Fools understands the 
theatre as a healthy distraction during a period of 
societal decline.

[1976]  Lives and works in New York.
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Gardar Eide Einarsson, Untitled  (portrait), 2005. Collection PPP/HL ; Courtesy of the artist and galerie Loevenbruck, Paris. 
Copyright : Gardar Eide Einarsson. Photo : Fabrice Gousset. 
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DAVID FINCHER

Clips from the film The Curious Case of Benjamin 
Button (2008), directed by David Fincher.

Known for his dark movies, touching on murders 
and paranoia, David Fincher makes The Curious 
Case of Benjamin Button into a romantic fantasy 
drama. Taken straight out of the 1920’s short story 
by Francis Scott Fitzgerald, Benjamin Button is born 
into the world as an old man and ends his life in the 
body of newborn.

The fable stages several entwined destinies that 
push the limits of believability. In that vein, the 
main character meets a man whose been stuck by 
lightning seven times. As the man remembers the 
circumstances of his accidents, the director David 
Fincher cuts to sepia-toned flashbacks reminiscent 
of hand-cranked cinema. 

The six sequences of lightning strikes, taken from 
the film and shown in a particular chronology, reveal 
the paradox of lightning as a powerful destroyer and 
a dazzling haiku that opens an entrance into another 
reality.

[1962]  Lives and works in Los Angeles.
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David Fincher, The Curious Case of Benjamin Button, 2008, film extract. Video 2s, Monitor TV, DVD player. Courtesy Warner Bros 
Entertainment Inc.
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TOM FRIEDMAN

Untitled (A Curse) (2009)

A fastidious engineer, Tom Friedman works the 
modest materials. Under his authority, these 
dismantled, scattered, and pieced-together 
agglomerations, become meticulously arranged 
imbroglios. Consequently, the artist undermines our 
perception of the surrounding world by hybridizing 
everyday items, such as portraits sculpted out of 
an aspirin pill or people made from aluminum foil. 
Tom Friedman aestheticizes every solid object in his 
environment.

In Untitled (A Curse), the artist engages explicitly 
with the material on a new level of intensity. The 
work only reveals a solitary pedestal, which, in this 
radical circumstance, rattles the senses. The title 
suggests another reading: Friedman treated himself 
to a curse from a witch. Considering the exact 
dimensions of the base, this curse may sit enthroned 
on the pedestal like a tangible object. This magical 
interference conflicts with rationality. The idea of 
invisibility threatens logical systems and encourages 
a relativist approach to sanctioned values. 

[1965] Lives and works in Leverett, Massachusetts.
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Tom Friedman, Untitled (A Curse), 2009. Witch’s curse and pedestal; 91,4x 38,1 x 38,1 cm. Courtesy Gagosian Gallery, New York, galerie 
Bernard Ceysson, Paris and Gallery Tomio Koyama, Tokyo. Photo: Justin Kemp.
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RYAN GANDER

Nathaniel Knows (2003-2009)

Ryan Gander erects a darkroom in an immaculate 
exposition space. In this somber room, visitors 
sense two light sources: a small crack in the wall 
and a ventilation grill. These clues disorient the 
public. Seemingly outside the realm of possibility, 
Nathaniel Knows leaves the world hanging on a 
thread. The chaotic interior allows for a glimpse at 
an exterior full of life and the secret garden beyond 
the walls.

Ryan Gander frequently reuses his own materials. 
His narration accomplishes a mise en abyme 
and enables him to investigate his own creative 
practices. The technique of auto-referencing enables 
Gander to experiment with recollection and overtone 
and gives the public the tools to decipher each of 
his pieces. Nathaniel Knows is an installation, in 
reference to three past works, that incorporates and 
foregrounds fictional characters. In a complicated 
balancing act of adding and subtracting information, 
the artist enables his public to reconstruct a 
narrative outside the exhibition venue. From that 
point onward, reality is no longer the referent: fiction 
replaces fact.

[1976] Lives and works in London.
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Ryan Gander, Nathaniel Knows, 2009. Installation view at Daiwa Press Viewing Room "More than the weight of your shadow", Daiwa Press 
Co., Ltd. Photo by Mami Iwasaki; © Ryan Gander 2007. Courtesy of the artist and TARO NASU.
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ROBERT GOBER

Drain (1989)

Is the drain firmly attached to the wall, an escape 
hatch or a stakeout point? A peephole or a 
mousetrap? Contrary to its industrial appearance, 
this work by Robert Gober is not a ready-made. 
Meticulously forged by hand, like most of his pieces, 
Drain is one of the simplest works made by the 
artist. Conceived after the famous series of sinks 
was produced, this piece revisits the motif of a 
furtive and transitory passage. 

With Robert Gober, a certain uneasiness precedes 
the confusion: legs, doors, sinks, or children’s beds, 
all go on an enigmatic voyage through the looking-
glace of plastic mediation. Relocated to a new 
context, Drain makes use of its vertical position. Like 
improbable accomplices in an evasion, the work 
functions as an impractical emergency exit. The 
temptation to flee is incompatible with reason: so 
stark and so small, this drain alludes to the secret 
world hidden behind the world, just waiting to be 
conquered.

 [1954] Lives and works in New York.
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Robert Gober, Drain, 1989. Cast pewter; diameter 11 cm, thickness 8cm. Collection S.MA.K, Stedelijk Museum voor Actuele Kunst, Ghent. 
Photo credit: Dirk Pauwels, photographer of S.M.A.K.
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ROBERT KUSMIROWSKI

Unacabine (2008)

In 1969, Theodore Kaczynski resigned from his post 
as professor at University of California, Berkeley. 
Two years later, he chose a life of total autonomy, off 
the grid, without running water or electricity, when 
he sequestered himself in the wilds of Montana. 
Influenced by the anarcho-primitivist myth of man 
living harmoniously in nature, Kaczynski lived as a 
hunter-gatherer in one of the most industrialized 
countries in the world.  His cabin, built by Kaczynski 
himself, seemed to be inspired by Henry David 
Thoreau’s cabin, where he spent two years, 
two months and two days deep in the woods in 
19-century America. This experience was the basis 
for Walden, or, Life in the Woods, a book in the 
Unabomber’s book collection.

Recreated by Robert Kusmirowski, the Unabomber’s 
cabin functions as a profane relic of an alternative 
existence.  Home, criminal landmark, evidence 
for the FBI, and, finally, a sculpture, this work is 
the paragon of the oldest theory of art: imitation. 
Sculptor, performer, ingenious faker, Kusmirowski 
reproduces documents, photographs, and other 
objects, and goes as far as reenacting the past with 
immense precision. 

[1973] Lives and works in Lublin, Poland.
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Robert Kusmirowski, Unacabine, 2008. Wooden boards, tar paper, plywood, tin pipe, oil, acrylic. 
398 x 322 x 355 cm. Courtesy of Foksal Gallery Foundation, Warszawa and New Museum, New York. Photo by Benoit Pailley.
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PAUL LAFFOLEY

Works from 1965 to 2001

Paul Laffoley is convinced that he temporary left 
the physical world, during a seance of electroshock 
therapy, in 1961. He proceeded to cross into 
“the fifth dimension” where he encountered with 
living sculptures. An architect and graduate of 
Harvard University and Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Laffoley left Boston in 1963 for New 
York where he worked as an assistant to sculptor 
and architect Frederick Kiesler. In 1967, he worked 
on Kiesler’s retrospective at the Guggenheim and 
was recruited by Andy Warhol to watch late-night 
TV. He was one of the assistant architects working 
on the designs for the Word Trade Center, but later 
decided to return to Boston where he founded 
The Boston Visionary Cell and developed his first 
paintings.

Tackling a variety of notions simultaneously, such as 
Dante’s The Divine Comedy, unity of mind and body, 
and the mandalas, Paul Laffoley elaborates systems 
as equally ambitious as the Solitron, a pictorial motif 
that produces a perpetual movement without loosing 
energy. His all-encompassing work utilizes an 
eclectic array of thought processes from established 
theories to paranormal sciences and from art history 
to occultism.

[1940] Lives and works in Boston.
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Paul Laffoley, Thanaton III, 1989. Oil, acrylic, ink, lettering on canvas, 73 ½ x 73 ½ in.Courtesy of the artist and Kent Gallery, New York (NY).              
Collection Richard Metzger and Tara McGinley, Los Angeles (CA).
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TONY MATELLI

Fuck it, Free yourself! (2009)

In 1984, Serge Gainsbourg burned a 500 francs 
bill live on French television. In 2009, Tony Matelli 
engages in this same exercise. His work Fuck it, 
Free Yourself! exceeds far beyond mere provocation. 
Perched on a box, 500 euro bills stay aflame, but 
are never burned up. This flame evokes, in turn, 
celebration and destruction.  Engraved on porcelain 
enameled metal, the immobile currency seems to 
feed the fire: this market liquidity works like modern-
day coal.  

Tony Matelli trades in illusions and excels in 
metaphoric art and in the production of meaning. 
He manipulates concrete elements that are easily 
identified and transforms them into a transitory 
state: concurrently fixed and polymorphic, his 
works are always surprising. The quotidian 
objects transfigured by Tony Matelli interrogate 
simultaneously individuals’ hopes and dreams and 
society’s promises.  Here, the money recalls the 
words of philosopher Gilles Deleuze: “There is only 
desire and the social. Nothing else.”

[1971] Lives and works in New York.
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Tony Matelli, Fuck It, Free Yourself!, 2009. Steel, porcelain enamel, china paint, enamel paint. Courtesy Tony Matelli.
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OLA PEHRSON

hunt for the unabomber (2005)

Mathematician turned activist, terrorist on the 
run, and a menace to industrial society, Theodore 
Kaczynski couldn’t help but fascinate the media. 
In 1998, two years after his arrest by the FBI, 
public enemy number 1 was the subject of the 
documentary, The Hunt of the Unabomber. 
Recounting Kaczynski’s life up until the moment 
of his arrest, this opus underscores the process of 
dehumanization and the making of an urban legend.

For several years, Ola Pehrson manually reproduced 
the newspaper articles, the photographs, and the 
buildings, which were featured in this documentary. 
In 2005, the artist used these hundred and eighty-
seven items to deliver his own version of the film. 
This video, his last work, is usually projected as part 
of an installation that comprises both the film and 
the series of the reproduced artifacts. Here, only the 
30 minute long opus is played. Through this film, 
Pehrson reconstitutes the Kaczynski’s human side 
and repositions televisual medium into a material 
object. 

1964 (Stockholm, Sweden) – 2006 (Ljusdal, Sweden)
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Ola Pehrson, Hunt for the unabomber, 2005 (detail ). DVD, 32 min. 16 sec. Collection Moderna Museet, Stockholm. © Adagp, 2009
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CHARLOTTE POSENENSKE

Vierkantrohre, Series D (1967)

Too big not to miss, too smooth to draw attention, 
the artworks in grey, thin sheet metal of the 
Vierkantrohre (square tube) series evoke ventilation 
shafts. At the onset of spring in1968, Charlotte 
Posenenske envisions new methods of production, 
distribution, and reception, for sculpture. The 
production becomes industrial, the supply of 
modules can be forever replenished, and the 
presentation becomes someone else’s responsibility. 

Fairly rapidly, Charlotte Posenenske abandons 
her creative work in order to return to school 
in sociology, and later becomes active in trade 
unionism. The works of the Vierkantrohre series, 
impersonal and reminiscent of a technical 
environment, reverberate with a particular echo. 
In this vanishing point of real-life items, they no 
longer function rationally; seemingly born from an 
industrial society, they function instead as lures, 
metaphorically invoking hidden passages.  

Born 1930 in Wiesbaden (Germany), Charlotte 
Posenenske died 1985 in Frankfort.
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Charlotte Posenenske, Square Tubes Serie D (Vierkantrohre serie D), 1967-2007. Authorised reconstruction with certificate.14 modular 
elements, galvanised sheet steel, adaptable dimensions. Estate Charlotte Posenenske, Frankfurt. Courtesy Galerie Mehdi Chouakri, Berlin. 
Photo: Jan Windszus, Berlin. 
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HANNAH RICKARDS

Birdsong, 2002

Verging on invisibility, Hannah Rickards’s work is 
based on the transformation of natural phenomena 
into art objects, using various media in order to 
shift from text to installation by means of sound. 
The apparent simplicity of these creations hides the 
complex process of substantiation, by underscoring 
man’s intervention in the ecosystem and 
demonstrating the incapacity of the human language 
to retransmit sensory experiences. 

For Birdsong, the artist’s intervention initially 
consists of recording the songs of six different 
birds (the blackbird, titmouse, goldfinch, thrush, 
lark and wren), then adapting them to her vocal 
range, and, finally, simulating the songs herself. Her 
imitation is, in turn, restored to the initial scale. The 
broadcast of this acoustic work in the exhibition 
space, accompanied by the explanatory notice of the 
production process, immerses the visitor in nature-
-a nature that is altered and reinterpreted. 

[1979] Lives and works in London.
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Hannah Rickards, Birdsong, 2002. 2 CDs, 4 speakers, text on paper. Courtesy of the artist
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DIETER ROTH

Reykjavik Slides (1970-1975, 1990-1995)

At the pace of a projector’s carousel, flash 
photographic slides of buildings in the Icelandic 
capital. This systematic inventory of 33 000 shots 
was taken during the summer months from 1970 
until 1975 and during the winter cold from 1990 until 
1995. Only a few hundred slides are projected while 
the others line the simple wooden shelves. Here lies 
a testimony to the Icelandic capital and to Dieter 
Roth’s affection for the city.

Through his frequent photographing of Reykjavik, 
the artist oscillates between a collective memory 
and a sociological archive, and between art 
and documentation. A man’s memory files by 
mechanically; the automated machine periodically 
bolts forward and continually projects the vestige 
of a grandiose site, which is both solitary and 
sorrowful. 

Sculptor, photographer, performer, and musician, 
Dieter Roth produces expansive and polymorphic 
works. He lived successively in the towns of 
Reykjavik, London, Basel, Hamburg and Providence, 
Rhode Island. Dieter Roth’s interest in archiving 
began early and he created, at the beginning of the 
1990’s, his own foundation. 

1930 (Hanover, Germany) – 1998 (Basel, Switzerland)
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Dieter Roth, Reykjavík Slides (1970-1975, 1990-1995). 33.000 slides, slide projectors, shelves. Variable dimensions. 
Courtesy The Estate of Dieter Roth and Hauser & Wirth, Londres / London, Zürich
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TONY SMITH

For V.T., 1969

After training as an architect and a short career as a 
painter, Tony Smith embarked on a novel approach 
to sculpture. A work like Die—a six-foot cube on 
the scale of the human body—which is neither an 
object nor a monument creates a direct and almost 
physical relationship with the viewer.

For V.T. belongs to a series dedicated to the artist’s 
friends. This work calls for a certain type of gaze, 
a gaze that can only slide from its insignificant 
black surface towards the surrounding space. This 
dynamic construction (a rhombohedron with six 
diamond-shaped faces) prompts the viewer to walk 
round it in order to apprehend the complex form.

Made for institutions and public spaces, Tony Smith’s 
works are as concrete as a physical experience: 
“[Once on the unfinished New Jersey Turnpike] 
it was a dark night and there were no lights or 
shoulder markers, lines, railings, or anything at 
all except the dark pavement moving through the 
landscape (...) At first I didn’t know what it was, but 
its effect was to liberate me from many of my views I 
had about art.”

1912, South Orange, New Jersey - 1980, New York.
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Tony Smith, For V.T.,1969. Welded bronze, black patina 71 x 142.25 x 213.5 cm. Tony Smith Estate / Artist Rights Society (ARS). Courtesy 
Matthew Marks Gallery, New York. © ADAGP, Paris 2009.
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JOHN TREMBLAY

Bi-valve-uni-bomber, non daté

A number of John Tremblay’s works are inspired 
by Op Art, the 1960’s movement concerned with 
the perceptual experience. John Tremblay broke 
from this historical process by tinkering with and 
distorting the very optical effects that defined the 
movement. In his work, the target’s steady bull’s-eye 
multiplies and deforms. The temporal dimension of 
the optical experience is made explicit in b.o.a.l.h.t. 
(balls of a long haul trucker), 2002, in which the artist 
translates the movement of a trucker’s testicles 
during a long haul into a physical form.  John 
Tremblay elevates the optical illusion to the status 
of a full-fledged image by relocating it in a web of 
references ranging from design to technology. The 
artist explains his target series: “Since the trajectory 
of a Patriot missile is determined by the enemy’s 
rocket (a missile locks its radar on to the other), 2 
irregular trajectories are produced. My idea was 
to produce this example of a moving target as a 
stationary model.”

In making the Bi-valve-uni-bomber, John Tremblay 
used the most common modes of reproduction: 
he xeroxed the composite drawing of Kaczynski, 
changing it into a twin image, and then he painted it. 
Ovoids cover the terrorist’s face; a reproduction of 
unicellular organisms, as if squared in number. The 
work underlines the ambivalence of the Unabomber 
himself.

[1966] Lives and works in Brooklyn.
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John Tremblay, Bi-valve-uni-bomber, n.d. Xerox copy and paint pen on paper 11 x 8 ½ inches. © John Tremblay. Courtesy of the Paula 
Cooper Gallery, New York. Photo Credit : Adam Reich
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MILLENNIUM PEOPLE

THURSDAYS OF CHASING NAPOLEON

LA NEF DES FOUS
Performance given in the exhibition area (10’), based on a novella 
by Theodore Kaczynski adapted by Gardar Eide Einarsson. 
In collaboration with the Cours Florent. Followed by Eloge du 
camouflage, an illustrated lecture on how things are made to 
disappear in the cinema, by Erik Bullot.
OCTOBER 22TH / 7:30PM 
 
DESTINATION OUT 
Carte Blanche to Rob Millis (USA). Projection of Desperate 
man blues followed by a performance on guitar and voice. In 
collaboration with In Famous Carousel. Advance booking necessary.
jeudis@palaisdetokyo.com
OCTOBER 29TH /8PM 
 
MéMOIRES ANTéDILUVIENNES
Climax Golden Twins, a duo consisting of Jeffrey Taylor and Rob 
Millis, shows the film Phi Ta Khon - Ghosts of Isan, followed by a 
concert and a dj set on 78 tours. In collaboration with In Famous 
Carousel. Advance booking necessary.
jeudis@palaisdetokyo.com
FRIDAY OCTOBER 30TH / 8PM 
 
MILLENIUM PEOPLE
Homage to J.G. Ballard, the British science-fiction writer who died 
in April 2009. Readings by Patrick Bouvet, Emmanuel Rabu/Basile 
Ferriot, Daniel Foucard,  Frédéric Junqua, portradium music.
NOVEMBER 6TH / 7:30PM 
 
MANUEL DE DéSOBEISSANCE CIVILE
Two lectures on the sources of American anarchism: presentation 
of Henry David Thoreau by Michel Granger, Professor of American 
Literature, and introduction to community-based experiments in the 
United States by Ronald Creagh, an Anglo-French sociologist and 
historian of the anarchist movement, to coincide with publication of 
Utopies Américaines (Agone).
NOVEMBER 12TH / 7:30PM

RENOVATIO MUNDI 
An innovative performance by Prince Rama of Ayodhya, the psych-
folk group from Boston (USA), accompanied by a reading by Paul 
Laffoley (subject to confirmation) within the artist’s exhibition.
NOVEMBER 19TH / 8PM

TOHU BOHU
Hashima, Japan (2002), Al Qasr, Bahriyah Oasis, Egypt  (2005) and 
Electra, Texas (2008), made by Carl Michael von Hausswolff and 
Thomas Nordanstad, are documentaries in the form of a meditation 
on landscapes devoid of all human presence. The screenings will 
be interspersed with sound improvisations. 
NOVEMBER 26TH / 7:30PM
 
STOP-EJECT
With Stop-eject, Motus offers a series of computer-performed 
concerts and electroacoustic live performances inspired by The 
Road to Revolution, a book by Theodore Kaczynski. 
DECEMBER10TH / 12AM -12PM
 
LE DISPOSITIF
A selection of the latest films made by Pacôme Thiellement and 
Tom Bertay in the context of the Le Dispositif series of visual 
essays produced by Sycomore, followed by a full retrospective of 
Le Dispositif.
DECEMBER 17TH / 7:30PM
DECEMBER 19TH and 20TH / 2:00PM and 7:30PM

INSTRUCTIONS POUR DISPARAîTRE
A screening devoted to experimental films and artists’ films 
interweaving geography, technology and disappearance. In 
collaboration with pointligneplan.
JANUARY 7TH / 7:30PM
 
VIOLENCE ET CIVILITé
Lecture by Etienne Balibar, a French philosopher and university 
lecturer, to coincide with publication of Violence et civilité (Galilée).
JANUARY 14TH / 7:30PM

Paul Laffoley,The Divine Comedy, 1972 -1975. Oil and acrylic on canvas, triptych overall, 73 ½ x 220 ½ in. Courtesy of the artist and 
Kent Gallery, New York (NY). Collection The Ruth and Marvin Sackner Archive of Concrete and Visual Poetry, Miami (FL)
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MAGAZINE
PALAIS / 
Issue10 
Out on october 15th

New issue around CHASING NAPOLEON with a 
satyrical tale by Theodore J. Kaczynski, an essay by 
Ronald Creagh on the new libertarian intellectuals, an 
interview with François Specq  about the Journal of 
H. D. Thoreau, a text by Paul Laffoley, portfolios (Ola 
Pehrson, Dieter Roth & Paul Laffoley), as well as an 
exhibition guide.

More infos : www.palaismagazine.com

Bilingual magazine (French & English) / 96 pages in 
colour / price (France) 5 euros / ISSN 1951-672X / 
ISBN : 978-2-84711-035-7

MAGAZINE
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PALAIS DE TOKYO /

The Palais de Tokyo is an art center which since 
it first opened has been dedicated to bringing the 
public close to the best French and international 
contemporary creative work. Open from noon to 
midnight, employing a team of mediators, housing 
a restaurant, a shop and a bookshop, the Palais 
de Tokyo is a truly vibrant place that unhesitatingly 
mixes conceptual art and chainsaw sculpture 
contests, minimalism and zombies, readymades 
and mutants, to let people see contemporary art 
in an upto-the-minute, complex-free way, as often 
as possible from the point of view of the artists 
themselves.

It welcomes young artists in residence (Le Pavillon), 
sometimes offering them their first solo show 
(Les Modules), or entrusts the curating of someof 
its exhibitions to artists (Ugo Rondinone in 2007, 
Jeremy Deller in 2008). The Palais de Tokyo also 
stages exhibitions abroad (Les Chalets).

Former director of the Swiss Institute - 
Contemporary Art in New York from 2000 to 2006, 
co-founder and artistic director of CAN (Neuchâtel 
Art center) from 1994 to 2000, Marc-Olivier Wahler 
has been the current director of the Palais de Tokyo 
since February 2006. The auctioneer Pierre Cornette 
de Saint Cyr is the president of the Association du 
Palais de Tokyo.
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PRESS
Dolorès Gonzalez
Chargée des relations presse /
E-mail : dolores@palaisdetokyo.com
Tel : +33 (0)1 47 23 52 00
Mob : +33 (0)6 12 45 93 04

PALAIS DE TOKYO /
13, avenue du Président Wilson
F - 75116 Paris
Tel : +33 1 4723 5401 & +33 1 4723 3886
Fax: + 33 1 4720 1531
www.palaisdetokyo.com

Open every day
From noon to midnight
Expect monday.

INFOS

PRESS OPENING : 
Thursday 15th from 11AM to 2PM.

Curator: Marc-Olivier Wahler / director of the Palais de Tokyo. 
In collaboration with Daria de Beauvais, Julien Fronsacq,  
Katell Jaffrès, Akiko Miki and the whole staff of the Palais de 
Tokyo.


